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eConversıons
A special issue during COVID-19

Live Virtual Expo
a Success!
2,000 people from 120 countries
tuned into the event
At the end of June, W&H held its first live Virtual EXPO to
present technologies and products that had been planned
for the drupa and interpack trade shows in Düsseldorf,
both of which have been postponed until 2021.
“With travel eliminating the opportunity for us to visit
customers or meet them at shows, the Virtual Expo offered
a great opportunity to present new technologies that are
available now and could make production more efficient,”
said Andrew Wheeler, President of W&H in North America.
The Virtual Expo included live demonstrations on the
NOVOFLEX II flexo and HELIOSTAR II gravure presses
and several technical sessions tapping into hot topics for
package printers, industrial sack producers, paper bag
manufacturers and film extruders.
The technical sessions included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sleeve handling solutions
PET replacement films
RUBY Track and RUBY Check
Stack printer for industrial sacks
Heavy duty films for FFS sacks
Remote service
Paper sack production

Videos of the demonstrations and sessions are still available
for viewing through your W&H sales representative or you
can email Catherine_Mattson@wuh-group.com.

Inside
President’s Corner
Our Traveling Team
NOVOPORT Sleeve Handling
New! RUBY Extensions
New! Cooling System as Retrofit
Installations
– Indevco Plastics
– Nelmar Security Systems
– ISOFlex Packaging
Change to Extrusion Team
W&H Commits to drupa 2021
Scheduled Shows
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President’s Corner
The Real “Heroes”
During a global Pandemic, where communities are fighting
not only a dire health crisis, but also an economic
meltdown, massive unemployment, loss of healthcare, not
to mention the social, political and educational gut punch
that we have all been experiencing, matters of WHAT IS
REALLY IMPORTANT take on a new meaning. What are
“essential businesses?” Of course I am happy that the
liquor stores made the cut, but are they truly essential??
With 80% of our customers being in the Food and Medical
industries, we are clearly an essential business and I have
been so proud of our people here at W&H for the way they
have navigated the new rules of engagement. For those of
us who have made our careers on the road, out in front of
customers, doing deals, taking orders, staying in touch
with our close business partners, this has been extremely
challenging. We aren’t used to this new way...however,
neither are our customers.

These men had challenging, exhausting work BEFORE
COVID. On the road for up to 45 weeks a year, away from
their families, working 12 hr days of physical work is really
difficult. A great example is my old friend Horst Grunewald,
who retired at age 70, after working for W&H for over 40
years. His “retirement” lasted all of 2 weeks, before he asked
if he could come back to work on a “limited basis”....hah!
Horst is now 80 and still installing extrusion lines with the
energy of a 25 year old!

imposed to finish up the installations they had started.
A HUGE thank you to them!
I could go on about each of our 30+ US based service
techs. Like a hockey player who insists on going back on
the ice after having his broken nose set between shifts,
these men are proud, tough, loyal, dependable and
stubborn...it is going to take a LOT to keep them back from
doing their jobs, pandemic be damned. I am so thankful
and proud to be associated with this amazing group.

Horst Grunewald

The real heroes (and I don’t use that term frivolously) are
our Service Technicians who are on the front line of this
pandemic. With almost 50 new machine installations in
2020, as well as an enormous installed base of machines,
our technicians have stayed on the road since the
beginning, making sure that our customers are taken care
of. Travel restrictions have made this very difficult, putting
additional stress on our Service and Project Managers,
who are furiously planning to make sure that there are no
hiccups in the work we have scheduled, not to mention the
guys who are being sent into the plants to accomplish
miracles on a daily basis.

Andrew Wheeler

It would be remiss not to mention the German and global
technicians who stayed here after the travel ban was
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Aaron Harry

THE REAL HEROES

Mark Kelly

Piyush Shivrain

Christoph Stein
Pat Weeks

Aaron Popp

Amarish Pandey

Zane Athey

Juergen Budnitz

Matt Okruta

Joey O'Bannon

Aaron Kemp

Jimmy Singleton

Josh Fauscett

Rajeev Kumar
Bastian Lorenzen

Bo Yang

Amritesh Jaiswal

Thomas Ratz and Steven Schaefer
Mike Kirk

Kush Khandelwal
Vikrant Tandon

Dan Sage

Vishnu Ramachandran
Bradley Blankenship

Juan Chavez

Taylor Armstrong

Jason Marr
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NOVOPORT
Quick Changes for Long Repeats
Print jobs with long repeats requiring operators to handle
large, heavy bridge sleeves can be both challenging and
time-consuming and affect how quickly the next job will be
on press and running.
To make this process quicker and less taxing on the
operator, W&H has developed two new handling systems
specifically for the large-format NOVOFLEX II L flexo press:
NOVOPORT M and NOVOPORT ADVANCED.

Lifting Platform

The NOVOPORT M is a weight-compensated manipulator
installed on a motorized lifting platform for semi-automated
sleeve changes. The operator determines and controls
the movement of the lift and the manipulator. Sleeves and
adapters can be inserted easily from the cart into the
CI section of the press.
NOVOPORT ADVANCED is a fully-automated sleeve
handling system that operates with a “Kuka” robot. The
robotic arm automatically retrieves sleeves from a cart
and pushes them into the CI section of the press. All
the operator has to do is select the correct program
and start the process.

For more info, contact
Michael_Reinhardt@wuh-group.com

Meet RUBY Check and Track
For printing and converting analytics
Our world is driven and surrounded by data, with an
endless stream of digital information ripe for analysis that
aids decision making, such as new product launches and,
in our case, improving production processes.

At K 2019, we introduced RUBY GO, our new IoT
system platform, and promised “extensions” specific to
our extrusion, converting and printing machinery in the
near future. RUBY Check for printing and RUBY Track
for paper sack production were launched during our
Virtual Expo in June.
While RUBY GO collects, records and displays ALL
production parameters live on the control unit or on a
computer and has the ability to communicate with thirdparty equipment, the extensions help analyze, problem
solve and streamline operations.
For detailed information about RUBY Check or
RUBY Track, please contact Vladimir_Utovac@wuhgroup.com or Javeed_Buch@wuh-group.com.
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This Retrofit is COOL!
Xtreme Performance XP is now available
as a retrofit. Even your blown film lines from
other manufacturers can benefit from the
newest W&H technology!
You might have seen the Xtreme Performance XP
cooling technology reach record outputs during live
demonstrations at the K Show last October in
Düsseldorf (back when the world was “normal”).
This new air ring system can potentially increase output
between 10% - 60% with just a small investment.
As previously reported, W&H collaborated with Addex Inc.
in evaluating Intensive Cooling (IC) Technology. W&H then,
with our extensive knowledge and additional cooling
expertise, incorporated new cooling principles into our
REVOLUTIONARY, operator-friendly and fully-integrated
cooling package. The results were dramatically increased
output potential, which the industry has not witnessed before.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

While reaching higher outputs with the new cooling
system, customers can still expect the film quality W&H
extrusion lines are known for, namely gauge variation, film
flatness and minimum width variation for trimless slitting.

Interested in learning more?
Please contact Mike_Andrews@ wuh-group.com or
Gerd_Kasselmann@wuh-group.com

This is really COOL
Introducing the new Xtreme Performance Cooling System

Retrofit

• Output increased from 10 - 60%
• Retrofit available for blown film lines from ANY manufacturer
• W&H technology for a small investment
Watch this video to see an Xtreme
Performance retrofit being made

WINDMOELLER & HOELSCHER
PA S S I O N F O R I N N O VAT I O N
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Installations on Schedule
Indevco Plastics, Longview, TX
This spring, installation of a 3-layer OPTIMEX II blown film
line with Filmatic O winder started at Indevco Plastics in
Longview, TX. The machinery is being used to produce
FFS films.
“W&H and the installation contractor all did a great job to
deliver and install the machinery and eliminate as many
delays as possible due to the COVID-19 issues.
Communication was excellent throughout the entire
installation with both contractors and the W&H team.The
line had one of the best start-ups with the least amount of
technical issues of any line installed in Longview. W&H’s
commitment to us as a customer is one of the best
and our relationship and response is exceptional.”

Indevco Plastics

— Wayne Mashe, General Manager and Rick Gibson,
Plant Engineer

Nelmar Security Packaging
Systems, Terrebonne, Quebec
Nelmar opened their roof in July to
make way for the haul off of their
new 71” 3-layer VAREX II blown film
extrusion line with FILMATIC II S
winder and Arctis XP air ring.
The company expects production
to begin this September.
This VAREX II is Nelmar’s 11th
machine from the W&H Group,
including extrusion lines, printing
presses and converting machines.

Nelmar Security Packaging Systems
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Installations on Schedule
ISOFlex Packaging
Ever wonder what happened to the VAREX II line that was
running amazing, commanding demos at the K-Show last
October in Düsseldorf?
After the show and a few tweaks, it made its way to its new
home at ISOFlex Packaging, a member of the Sigma
Plastics Group of Companies, in Nashville, TN.
The 87” 5-layer VAREX II will be used to produce
consumer flexible packaging.

ISOFlex Packaging

Installation began in spring and the line has been running
since June. “The installation was problem free and the line
started up on its first day in production,” said David
McKinney, COO.
This VAREX II is the 6th extrusion line from W&H at the
company’s Nashville location. Two additional blown films
lines will be delivered to ISOFlex in 2021.

Sebastian Hünnefeld
Returns to Lengerich
Mike Pool Named Successor
Since April 2014, W&H has been happy to have Sebastian
Hünnefeld based in our Lincoln office as the Product Sales
Manager for Blown Film Extrusion. With the recent birth of
their second child, Sebastian and wife, Maria, made the
decision to return home to Germany to raise
their children near friends and family.

Taking over for him is Mike Pool. Mike joined W&H in the
Extrusion Sales team in April 2019. Prior to that, he spent
2.5 years at CISWORKS in Lindenberg im Allgäu, Germany
where he worked as their LabVIEW Software Developer
and became fluent in German. Mike has a B.S. in Electrical
Engineering from UCONN.

“For me this is bittersweet. These years working and
traveling in the U.S. and Canada have been enriching and
eye-opening. I will miss being here and hope that perhaps
there will be a chance to be here again in the future. At the
same time, I know this is the right thing to do for my family,”
said Hünnefeld.
Sebastian, who had worked in Lengerich prior to joining
the U.S. operations, will begin his new position in sales
management in August.

Sebastian Hünnefeld

Sebastian and daughter
Ellie at airport on their
way home to Germany

Mike Pool
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W&H Confirms Commitment to drupa
If the world is back to “normal” and drupa is able
to be held in Düsseldorf from April 20th to 28th,
2021, W&H will be there ready to present brand
new technologies and discuss industry trends!
W&H and the printing industry as a whole, is setting new
trends in package printing. With this commitment to exhibit
at drupa even while some other large exhibitors have
decided to pull out, W&H is supporting the show as well as
Germany as a hub for large and important trade shows.
“We are convinced that both the hygiene and health
concept presented and the shortened runtime from eleven
to nine days, are the right measures to make this important
trade fair possible for the trade public in times of COVID19,” said Jürgen Vutz, CEO of the W&H Group.

drupa 2021

Andrew Wheeler adds, “we’re all hoping for an effective
vaccine to be available so that we can responsibly send
over our full North American press team. While our first
Virtual Expo offered an amazing platform for us to deliver
live, interactive presentations, there is no working around
the fact that in-person meetings are important, especially
when dealing with big purchases of capital equipment.”

2020 SCHEDULED SHOWS (subject to change)
Sep 9 - 11

Global Pouch Forum | VIRTUAL

Oct 5 - 7

FTA Fall Conference | VIRTUAL

Nov 8 - 11

PACK EXPO Connects | VIRTUAL

2021 SCHEDULED SHOWS (subject to change)
Feb 25 - Mar 3 interpack | Düsseldorf, Germany
Apr 20 - 28

drupa | Düsseldorf, Germany

May 3 - 4

FTA Info*Flex | Kansas City, MO

May 17 - 21

NPE | Orlando, FL
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